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Abstract

A computational enterprise model representing key facets of an organization can be an effective tool to consider when planning an enterprise information architecture. For example, a specific organization's quality management business processes and organizational structures can be represented using such a model, and then compared to a reference model of "good" processes and structures, such as the ISO 9000 standards. The specific and reference models can be represented using common entities, attributes, and relationships—comprising general schema or data model—which are then formally defined and constrained. These definitions and constraints can be used as inference rules applied to the models. Hence identification of differences between the models as quality problems can be automatically inferred, as can the analysis and correction of problems. In this paper, the TOVE ISO 9000 Micro-Theory is presented as a formal reference model of quality goodness. ISO 9000 requirements represented as inference rules in the micro-theory are applied to facts about an organization's quality management processes and structures, and conformance or nonconformance to requirements is automatically inferred. TOVE Ontologies for Quality Modeling are the common data and logical (formal definitions and constraints) models of the reference and specific organization's models. The example use of the micro-theory demonstrates enterprise model use for a pre-audit, which lowers the cost and time for improving quality through achieving ISO 9000 compliance. Since these enterprise models are constructed using ontologies, benefits of using ontologies such as model re-usability and sharability can be reaped.

1. Introduction

At the heart of information systems like ERP, CRM, and supply chain management applications that operate the enterprise are “computational representations of the structure, activities, processes, information, resources, people, behavior, goals, and constraints of a business, government, or other enterprise” [1]. An important function served by such applications is quality management; software applications for statistical quality control, quality problem identification and control, and quality audit preparation are some examples.

In particular, though audit preparation is supported by some applications, automatic audits generally are not. This means that enterprise model support for the most pertinent quality audit—one required for achieving ISO 9000 compliance—is limited. Achieving ISO 9000 compliance signifies to an organization’s customers that it has met stringent international standards on how it manages quality. In certain manufacturing industries such as petro-chemicals, ISO 9000 achievement is used to gain an advantage over competitors. As such, an organization planning its information architecture, particularly a manufacturing one, should consider a tool to assist in compliance evaluation in planning IT support for quality management.

Automatic ISO 9000 compliance evaluation entails applying a general reference model of conditions or characteristics of an enterprise that conforms to ISO 9000 to a specific enterprise model’s structures, activities, information, etc. for quality management. If the specific model satisfies the conditions of the reference model, then a stronger statement can be made that the enterprise conforms to a subset of ISO 9000 requirements represented in the ISO 9000 reference model, which can be objectively, automatically evaluated and do not rely upon subjective judgment of a specially trained auditor. One way to do this is by developing the reference and specific models using common underlying building block data models called ontologies, which “consist of a representational vocabulary with precise definitions of the
meanings of the terms of this vocabulary plus a set of formal axioms that constrain interpretation and well-formed use of these terms" [2]. Ontology-based enterprise models’ use is appropriate because they are models of various facets of quality management within the organization (recall definition of enterprise model), and modeled formally (recall definition of ontology).

Consider a formal model as represented in a formal language with limited syntax and semantics. Initial propositions are stated, and axioms are defined in terms of these propositions and other axioms so defined. Since limited syntax and semantics restrict model interpretation, precise inference of propositions is possible by applying axioms to initial propositions. Then computer algorithms automate this inference. For ISO 9000 compliance evaluation, a proposition such as “This organization complies to ISO 9001 requirement 4.10 – Inspection and Testing.” can be automatically inferred this way:

1. Facts required to demonstrate compliance are represented as initial propositions in a computational model of a specific enterprise.
2. Rules for compliance are represented in a separate model built using same formal building blocks (language, syntax, vocabulary, and axioms—i.e. the same ontologies) as the specific enterprise model.
3. By applying the rules to the facts, truth of the compliance evaluation proposition is inferred. This inference is automatically performed using computers.

Using this approach, an automated pre-audit can be performed for testing compliance to objective ISO 9000 requirements, before an expensive audit for subjective requirements takes place. The pre-audit reduces the cost and time for achieving ISO 9000 compliance. Moreover, since the ISO 9000 reference model is separate from the specific enterprise model, it can be applied to models of different enterprises, as long as all the models are constructed using the same ontologies. Hence, the reference model is re-usable. Even if other enterprise models are not based on the same ontologies, semi-automatic ISO 9000 compliance evaluation is still possible. Terms that are precisely defined and constrained can be interpreted according to the intentions of the model builder by other applications. Formal axioms that translate representations of “native” ontologies used for the ISO 9000 reference model to “foreign” ontologies used by other applications can be reasonably developed to re-create an ISO 9000 compliance evaluation model using “foreign” ontologies. Hence, the reference model is sharable. Not only can ontology-based enterprise model use for automatic ISO 9000 compliance evaluation save time and money for an audit for one enterprise, similar compliance evaluation systems may be developed more cheaply and quickly because the models used are re-usable and sharable. The research question addressed then is this:

Can ontologies be used to develop enterprise models that are both 1) useful for ISO 9000 compliance evaluation, and 2) sharable for evaluation across enterprises and re-usable for developing other quality management applications.

In this paper, literature in enterprise modeling, ontologies, and ISO 9000 quality is reviewed, and opportunities for ontology-based enterprise model use for ISO 9000 compliance evaluation are highlighted. Then, the methodology is presented, followed by the models. A prototype demonstration of the compliance evaluation software is presented. Finally, concluding remarks and future work are stated.

2. Literature Review

ISO 9000 is the collective name for three international quality assurance standards, definitions for standardized quality vocabulary, and various accompanying documents [3]. ISO 9000 certification means that an expert, independent auditor verifies that an organization’s quality system complies with one of the ISO 9000 standards—ISO 9001, 9002, or 9003. ISO 9003 applies for organizations that only warehouse; ISO 9002 applies for organizations that also produce; and ISO 9001 applies for organizations that in addition perform design and development.

ISO 9000 software “range from products specifically designed to meet the demands of ISO 9000, such as data control and corrective and preventive actions, to more far-reaching titles that cover areas important to any quality system, such as statistical process control and failure analysis [4]. Most software tools that assist directly in ISO 9000 audits only provide checklists; questions posed to users are almost verbatim sentence-by-sentence dissections of ISO 9000 requirements; one that off-loads some objective audit decisions onto a computer is The Strategic Analyst™ [5], an expert system for internal, informal, ISO 9000 audit. It offers some 500 questions, where questions asked of the user depend on answers given to previous questions. It still employs a checklist approach, since its key input source is the user, not a model of the enterprise to be analyzed. As a result, information unknown to the user but represented elsewhere in the enterprise cannot be integrated for the audit.

Evaluating ISO 9000 compliance requires integrating information from different parts of the organization. At the heart of computer support for this enterprise integration—e.g. ERP—are enterprise models. For instance, ERP software mySAP™ [6] provides a quality module used to centralize quality functions such as document and engineering configuration controls. All modules use a common enterprise model, so it is possible, for example, to automatically trigger an inspection when goods are
received. Customizing a general reference model pre-disposes an enterprise to construct their business processes a certain way. In this vein, strict use of the quality module pre-disposes practices that will make ISO 9000 compliance easier. However, there is no module for ISO 9000 compliance auditing for mySAP™ nor other ERP software such as iBaan™ [7]. Following is a rationale for this: Whereas ERP systems use enterprise models primarily for operations of organizations, model use for ISO 9000 compliance evaluation is better classified as for organizational analysis and design—e.g. for business process re-engineering (BPR) [8] and enterprise engineering [9].

For analysis and design, prescriptions such as ISO 9000 compliance requirements and BPR heuristics must be applied to the enterprise model. Query models of analysis such as RDBMS based or expert systems represent prescriptions as queries whose answers reveal insights about the modeled enterprise. Queries expressed declaratively (e.g. for expert systems) rather than procedurally (e.g. in SQL) represent prescriptions decoupled from algorithms or procedures needed for query answer. Declarative queries are answered using deduction, which is supported only if queries are formally expressed. Because of their data-application independence and precision due to formality, formal declarative models are re-usable and sharable—important characteristics if the ISO 9000 compliance of different organizations is to be evaluated.

The SCOPE project [10] develops a formal, declarative, query enterprise model of analysis for software quality. “Products” (programs, specifications, requirements, and documentation) and quality metrics of software engineering are represented in an object model; the processes are represented as declarative rules in a semantic model, which dictate transition from one object model state to another. Query answers are deduced by applying rules to an instantiated object model. Applicable solely for software production, only a few of these rules mention ISO 9000. Nevertheless, it is an example of enterprise model use for automatic ISO 9000 compliance evaluation, and therefore can be built upon.

To summarize, effective ISO 9000 compliance evaluation requires capability to integrate information from different parts of the organization. Enterprise models enable integrated decision-making. Specifically model use for analysis and design, rather than enterprise operations, is appropriate for compliance evaluation. For re-use and sharing, it is desirable that models answer queries expressed declaratively and formally. Ontology-based enterprise models do exactly this; re-use of knowledge bases is the main rationale for ontology development [11].

Ontology development efforts can be classified into standards for sharing heterogeneous ontologies such as OIL [12] and Ontolingua [13]; natural language processing such as µKosmos [14]; and task performance such as real-world common sense reasoning [15] logistics planning [16] and enterprise modeling [17].

Extensive ontologies for enterprise modeling are also developed by the TOVE project. Ontologies of activity-state, causality, time, resource, and organization structure fundamental to describe any enterprise are collectively called the Core Ontologies [18], and used as building blocks to construct additional ontologies peripheral to the core, such as the Cost [19] Ontologies and Ontologies for Quality Modeling [20].

If Quality Ontologies are developed using Core Ontologies, it is reasonable that ontologies for ISO 9000 compliance be developed using Quality Ontologies. Newell’s [21] notion of minimal ontological commitment must be considered for this task: Only representations required to minimally describe a domain ought to be in an ontology. A micro-theory on the other hand is a formal model of knowledge required to solve a problem in a domain or describe a subset of the domain in detail [15]. It is separate from, but constructed using, general ontologies. An ontology then represents descriptions, a micro-theory, prescriptions. Therefore, ISO 9000 compliance can be automatically evaluated by using formal enterprise models based on TOVE Core and Quality Ontologies, and an ISO 9000 Micro-Theory. In the next section, the development methodology for this micro-theory is presented.

### 3. Methodology

#### Figure 1. Model Architecture for TOVE Ontology-Based Enterprise Modeling

In TOVE modeling, model builders develop ontologies and users key in business facts and requirements—i.e. they populate a model of their specific enterprise—by instantiating Core Ontologies’ terms. If an organization ‘ABC’ has an activity called ‘lathing1,’ which has a sub-activity called ‘lathing11,’ then the populated enterprise model comprises of instances like organization(ABC),

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prescription</th>
<th>ISO 9000 Micro-Theory</th>
<th>Specific: for problem solving</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>Ontologies for Quality Modeling</td>
<td>General: for sharing &amp; reuse</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Building Blocks</td>
<td>Core Ontologies</td>
<td>Specific: for one enterprise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business Facts &amp; Requirements</td>
<td>Populated Enterprise</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Building Blocks | Core Ontologies | Specific: for one enterprise |
| Business Facts & Requirements | Populated Enterprise | |
activity(lathing1), activity(lathing11), and has_subactivity(lathing1, lathing11), corresponding to terms from Core Ontologies, organization(O), activity(A), and has_subactivity(A,Ao), respectively. In the Quality Ontologies, such terms are used to formally define measure as a primitive measure activity or an activity for which all its sub activities are primitive measure activities. This definition is formally expressed as follows in First-Order Logic, the representational language for TOVE Modeling.

\[ \forall A \forall s ( \text{holds}(\text{primitive_measure}(A), s) \lor \forall A_o ( \text{holds}(\text{has_subactivity}(A, A_o), s) \lor \text{holds}(\text{measure}(A_o), s))) \]

Primitive measure is similarly defined using Core Ontologies’ terms.

Ontology expressions comprise of terms from more general ontologies or those already defined in that ontology; so too for micro-theory expressions. For example, the definition for iso_9001_4.10.1_compliant is expressed in terms of activity(A) and measure(A).

Then competency questions are expressed formally using the terminology. For TOVE, they become First-Order Logic axioms to prove. If ontology or micro-theory terminology are sufficiently defined and constrained formally as Axioms, then execution of this proof is possible. When a competency question axiom and ontology or micro-theory axioms are applied to facts represented as instances, an answer to the question is inferred if there is one. If the ontology, micro-theory, or set of instances is inaccurately stated, wrong answers are inferred; if incompletely stated, invalid null answers are inferred. Inability to infer may mean that the ontology or micro-theory is inconsistent: One ontology or micro-theory axiom contradicts another or the competency question itself. In Demonstration of Competency, the proof is executed using Prolog, which provides computer-encoded representational language and environment for automatic deduction. The implementation then:

- Demonstrates usefulness toward addressing the motivating scenario
- Verifies competency or capability of the ontology or micro-theory
- Tests accuracy, completeness, and consistency of the ontology or micro-theory

4. Ontologies

The following are excerpts of ontologies used to define ISO 9000 Micro-Theory representations. Only English definitions are presented here; Kim [20] expresses them formally.

4.1. TOVE Core Ontologies

Core Ontologies are founded upon a first-order language for representing dynamically changing worlds, called the situation calculus [24] in which each perturbation to the modeled world changes the model from one situation s to another. If a term’s truth value varies in different situations, it is a fluent f that is said to hold (is true) in a given situation (holds(f,s)). Unless otherwise stated, all ontology terms are fluents.

An entity(X) is a tangible conceptual object class of an enterprise. The following are entities:

- resource(R) – a class of inputs and outputs of an enterprise, e.g. arm assembly.
- tru(Rt) (Traceable resource unit) – specific homogeneous collections of resources, e.g. batch 11 of arm assemblies.
- activity(A) – refers to a class or specific set of actions that transforms inputs to outputs, e.g. assemble arm assembly batch 11.
- organization_agent(O) – refers to a class of, or specifically, those that control the activity or a group of them, e.g. Fred the assembler.
An activity may actually consume a tru (consume_res_tru(A,Rt)) to produce trus of another resource (produce_res_tru(A,Rt)), and may use trus of yet another resource (use_res_tru(A,Rt)). If a tru is used, units that comprise it are not consumed so they are available for use after an activity’s execution. An activity releases a tru after use. If a tru or resource is consumed/used/released/produced, the following relationship is defined: curp_res_tru(A,Rt). An activity may have sub-activities Ao (has_subactivity(A,Ao)), but a primitive activity (primitive_activity(A)) does not.

Organization agents have role(Ro)”s that they fill. These roles are filled based upon information(I), which may be a goal(G), policy(Y), or constraint(C). Information may be communicated (communication_link_of(L,I)) or authorized (authority_link_of(L,I)) using link L from source to sink roles (has_communication_source(L,Ro), has_authority_source(L,Ro), has_authority_sink(L,Ro), has_communication_sink(L,Ro)). A path L from an output resource unit to an input resource unit and intermediate resource unit (output_ru(Rt), intermediate_ru(Rt), input_ru(Rt)) may have sub-activities Ao (has_subactivity(A,Ao)), but a primitive activity (primitive_activity(A)) does not.

General object-oriented constructs represented are:

- has_subclass(X,Xo)
- has_instance(X,Xi)
- has_attribute(A,Atr)
- has_attribute_value(A,Atr,V)

4.2. TOVE Ontologies for Quality Modeling: Measurement

Before quality can be evaluated, controlled, and managed, it must first be measured. Hence, measurement concepts are formalized in an ontology. In it, inspect and test(A) is a measure activity with special properties. Some activities are stated as control_nonconformity(A) activities. After measure, an attribute At of a tru Rt is deemed to be a conformance or nonconformance point X at time Tp (conformance_pt(X,Rt,At,Tp), nonconformance_pt(X,Rt,At,Tp)).

4.3. TOVE Ontologies for Quality Modeling: Traceability

When measurement points to a problem, traceability is the primitive analysis capability required to solve it. Hence, traceability concepts are formalized in an ontology. In it, if a tru Rt is an input into the enterprise, it is an input resource unit (input_ru(Rt)); if an output, it is an output resource unit (output_ru(Rt)). A tru that is produced then consumed within the enterprise is an intermediary resource unit (intermediate_ru(Rt)). A path L from an output resource unit to an input resource unit and intermediate paths to and from intermediate resource units can be found using a tru trace (tru_trace(Rt,Rt,1,L)).

4.4. TOVE Ontologies for Quality Modeling: Quality Management System

In order to consistently ensure that quality problems are properly measured, traced, and analyzed, there must be a quality management system (QMS) in place. Hence, QMS concepts are formalized in an ontology. In it, a quality_procedure(Y) is a quality related policy of an activity, and documented by a quality_plan(D). quality_record(D) is a constraint expressing whether the quality policy was followed—i.e. objective evidence. It is documented by a quality_plan(D). Employee M, an individual organizational, has roles assigned to him/her (employee_has_role(M,Ro)).

4.5. TOVE Ontologies for Quality Modeling: Activity-Process Mapping Ontology

Whereas TOVE Ontologies use activity-oriented terminology—activities consume, produce, or use trus—some quality literature including ISO 9000 use process-oriented terminology—processes have inputs, outputs, and controls. Mappings between these different terminologies are formally represented in this ontology. In it, activities performed in an enterprise O are its processes A (descendent-process-organization(A,O)). Tru Rt consumed by an activity is an input into a process (process-input-tru(A,Rt)); tru produced, an output (process-output-tru(A,Rt)); and tru used, a control (process-control-tru(A,Rt)). Trus, resources, and information, all denoted by X, can be an input (process-input(A,X)), output (process-output(A,X)), or control (process-control(A,X)). An employee M may also be associated with a process (process-employee(A,M)).

4.6. Application to the Micro-Theory: Agent Constraints

An agent constraint is a special fluent, which places a constraint upon an organization agent that must be satisfied in order for that agent to achieve some goal. holds(agent_constraint(O,c(X)),s)≡Φ(O,X,s).

Φ(O,X,s) a first-order logic expression for the constraint named as c(X)

In the micro-theory, ISO 9000 compliance is represented as a goal achieved if a set of quality-related agent constraints upon an enterprise is satisfied. This goal
is represented as \[ \exists O \exists s \text{holds(agent_constraint}(O,\text{iso}\_9001\_compliance),s) \], and is defined in terms of compliance to its 20 requirements like this:

\[
\forall O \exists s \text{holds(agent_constraint}(O,\text{iso}\_9001\_requirement),s) \land \text{holds(agent_constraint}(O,\text{iso}\_9001\_requirement),s) \land \ldots \\
\land \text{holds(agent_constraint}(O,\text{iso}\_9001\_requirement),s) \].

5. ISO 9000 Micro-Theory

5.1. Motivating Scenario

BHP Steel is an international manufacturer of quality steel products. Its Flat Products Division (FPD) produces a wide range of finished and semi-finished flat steel products from two integrated steelworks… If products are consistently found to be non-prime, this is an indication that there is something faulty in the production unit. A cause for this is suspected to be an inadequate inspection system. One way to check this is to compare BHP Steel’s quality inspection system with established guidelines for conducting inspection, such as the ISO 9001 requirement on inspection and testing. This check is part of BHP Steel’s initiative to achieve ISO 9001 compliance…. [20]

5.2. Micro-Theory: Representing Inspection and Testing Requirements

Inspection and testing is at the core of an enterprise’s capability to provide quality products. It is the last means by which nonconformities are prevented from being delivered to customers, so its importance is mentioned in the motivating scenario.

5.2.1. Competency Questions. Compliance to ISO 9001 requirement 4.10 Inspection and testing requires complying to its five sub-requirements. Thus, competency questions are informally stated as Does the company comply to: ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.1 General; 4.10.2 Receiving Inspection and testing; 4.10.3 In-process inspection and testing; 4.10.4 Final inspection and testing; and 4.10.5 Inspection and test records? These questions are represented axiomatically as \[ \forall O \exists s \text{holds(agent_constraint}(O,\text{inspection_and_testing_controlled}),s) \].

5.2.2. Terminology. ISO 9000 requirements stated in the data model are represented as \[ \text{agent_constraint}(O,\text{inspection_and_testing_controlled}), \text{agent_constraint}(O,\text{inspection_and_testing_recorded}), \text{agent_constraint}(O,\text{iso}\_9001\_\text{4.10}\_\text{x}\_\text{compliant}), \text{etc.} \]

5.2.3. Axioms. ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.1 states ([3], pp. 128]):

(i) The supplier shall establish and maintain documented procedures for inspection and testing activities in order to verify that the specified requirements for the product are met.

(ii) The required inspection and testing, and the records to be established, shall be detailed in the quality plan or documented procedures.

The micro-theory interprets (i) as: An enterprise O controls its inspection and testing in accordance with ISO 9001, if for every inspection and test process A, A is controlled by some quality procedure Ra and some documentation for the procedure, the quality plan Rb.

\[
\forall O \exists s \text{holds(agent_constraint}(O,\text{inspection_and_testing_controlled}),s) = \\
\exists O \exists s \text{holds(agent_constraint}(O,\text{iso}\_9001\_\text{4.10}\_\text{x}\_\text{compliant}),s).
\]

(ii) is interpreted as: An enterprise O records its inspection and testing in accordance with ISO 9001, if for every inspection and test process A, A outputs some quality evidence Rb and some quality record Ra, the documentation of this evidence.

\[
\forall O \exists s \text{holds(agent_constraint}(O,\text{inspection_and_testing_recorded}),s) = \\
\exists O \exists s \text{holds(agent_constraint}(O,\text{iso}\_9001\_\text{4.10}\_\text{x}\_\text{compliant}),s).
\]
∀A,∀Rt, if for all trus Rt that are output from an inspection and test process A, there is an employee M with a role Ro, which has an authorization L to inspect and test Rt.

∀O∀s [ holds(agent_constraint(O,identify_inspection_authority),s) ]

∀O∀s [ holds(agent_constraint(O,iso_9001_4.10.1_compliant),s) ]

∀O∀s [ holds(agent_constraint(O,inspection_and_testing_controlled),s) ]

∀O∀s [ holds(agent_constraint(O,inspection_and_testing_recorded),s) ]

Another requirement formally represented is 4.10.5, which states ([ISO 94, pp. 129]):

(iii) The supplier shall establish and maintain records which provide evidence that the product has been inspected and/or tested.¹

(iv) These records shall show clearly whether the product has passed or failed the inspections and/or tests according to defined acceptance criteria.

(v) Where the product fails to pass any inspection and/or test, the procedures for control of nonconforming product shall apply.

(vi) Records shall identify the inspection authority responsible for the release of product.

(vii) The supplier shall establish and maintain records which provide evidence that the product has been inspected and/or tested.

In the micro-theory, an enterprise O complies to requirement 4.10.5 if it satisfies conditions (iv) to (vi).

∀O∀s [ holds(agent_constraint(O,iso_9001_4.10.5_compliant),s) ]

Though not presented here for brevity, assumptions and definitions for requirements 4.10.2 to .4 are represented in the micro-theory.

5.3. Micro-Theory: Representing Traceability Requirements

Compliance to the ISO 9000 requirement related to product identification and traceability gives confidence to an organization’s customers that the organization has an adequate system to identify and locate products in various stages of production throughout the enterprise; and trace back to the cause of the nonconformity.

5.3.1. Competency Questions.

- Informally expressed: Does the enterprise comply to ISO 9001 requirement 4.8 Product identification and traceability? Formally (axiomatically) expressed: ƎO iso_9001_4.8_compliant(O).

- Informally expressed: Does the enterprise comply to the ISO 9001 requirement on product identification and classification within the enterprise? Formally (axiomatically) expressed: ƎO∃s holds(agent_constraint(O,product_identification_satisfied),s).

- Informally expressed: Does the enterprise comply to ISO 9001 requirement on having product traceability capability within the enterprise? Formally (axiomatically) expressed: ƎO∃s holds(agent_constraint(O,traceability_satisfied),s).

5.3.2. Terminology.
5.3.3. Axioms. In the micro-theory, an enterprise satisfactorily identifies its products in accordance with ISO 9001 (agent_constraint(O, product_identification)), if all trus of primitive activities are identified as input, output, or intermediate resource units. Then an enterprise complies to requirement 4.8 (agent_constraint(O, iso_9001_4.8_compliant)) if it complies to the previous requirement and the following one. Any tru Rt must be traceable back to an input resource unit Rta for a process Aa, via a trace path L1; it must also be traceable forward to an output resource unit Rtb for a process Ab, via a trace path L2. Violation of this requirement means that there is a tru that should, but cannot, be traced.

\[ \text{YOVARYRs3Ar3Brs3Brs3s} \]

\[ \text{holds(agent_constraint(O, traceability_satisfied), s) =} \]
\[ \text{holds(descendant-process-organization(A, O), s) \land} \]
\[ \text{holds(curp_res_tru(A, Rt), s) \land} \]
\[ \text{holds(descendant-process-organization(A, O), s') \land} \]
\[ \text{holds(produce_res_tru(Aa, Rta), s') \land} \]
\[ \text{holds(output_ru(Rta), s') \land} \]
\[ \text{holds(descendant-process-organization(Ab, O), s_o) \land} \]
\[ \text{holds(consume_res_tru(Ab, Rtb), s_o) \land} \]
\[ \text{holds(input_ru(Rtb), s_o) \supset} \]
\[ (\text{Rt= Rta \supset 3L1: holds(tru_trace(Rta, RtL1), s')}) \land \]
\[ (\text{Rt= Rtb \supset 3L2: holds(tru_trace(Rt, RtL2), s_o)}) \].

5.4. Micro-Theory: Representing Quality Management Systems Requirements

For brevity, these representations are not shown.

6. Demonstration of Competency

This is a Prolog query screen of the query evaluating Steel’s compliance to ISO 9001 requirement 4.10.1. Answering this query took 175 deductions.

7. Concluding Remarks and Future Work

The micro-theory formally represents those ISO 9000 requirements that are expressible using the Ontologies for Quality Modeling including requirements related to:

- Inspection and testing, formally represented primarily using Measurement Ontology
- Product identification and traceability, formally represented primarily using Traceability Ontology
- Management of the quality system, formally represented primarily using the Quality Management System Ontology.

The micro-theory is developed by posing competency questions, analyzing the ISO 9000 domain, and developing terminology and axioms. Then the competency of the micro-theory is demonstrated by automatically evaluating ISO 9000 compliance of a specific enterprise to a subset of requirements.

The design, analysis, and prototypical implementation of the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory demonstrates the following:
• Enterprise models based on ontologies and micro-theories can be used to perform sophisticated analysis tasks such as automated ISO 9000 compliance evaluation.

• Micro-theories formally representing other quality-related prescriptions can be reasonably developed using the Ontologies for Quality Modeling because of ontology sharability and re-usability.

• The ontology architecture and development methodology serves as a template for others’ ontological engineering efforts.

This last point is especially pertinent. In the past, ontology development efforts with practical application possibilities were largely in universities (e.g. Stanford’s Knowledge Systems Laboratory or Toronto’s TOVE), experimental (e.g. Cyc [15]), or bound in scope to classification of terms with formal semantics sparsely defined (e.g. VerticalNet ontologies [22]) when used in industry. However, XML is increasingly being adopted as a language for representing web content as a collection of values to pre-defined data definitions, i.e. as populated data models. The promise of the “Semantic Web” is to formally represent meanings of web content, i.e. as axioms that enable inference about populated models. XML enables web sharing of terminology, and the “semantic web”, web sharing of semantics; they enable ontology use over the web.

Ontology use however has limitations. One is the amount of infrastructure that is required to use it. Ontology development is a form of object-oriented development, and as such, ease of development depends on the amount of existing libraries that can be used. However, developing that infrastructure can be expensive and time consuming. In fact, for one-off applications, ontology use cannot be recommended. Fortunately, the Semantic Web promises to provide a public, technical infrastructure. Also practically, some meanings of terms and conventions must be assumed to be shared or informally communicated between parties sharing an infrastructure. It is impossible to formally represent all that must be commonly understood. The difficulty lies in delineating what should be formally represented and what should be informally communicated and standardized. Finally, it still takes much training in knowledge representation and systems engineering (e.g. making that delineating decision) to develop ontologies adequately.

Nevertheless, ontology development for e-business can be widespread if Semantic Web technologies become widely adopted. TOVE ontology-based enterprise modeling is motivated by the need to solve business problems (the motivating scenario). The theme for future work is to build on lessons learned and insights from a substantial enterprise modeling exercise such as the development of the ISO 9000 Micro-Theory to offer guidance for real-life ontology development for e-business. One such application is the development of micro-theories that represent prescriptive best practices and design principles for e-business systems design. For instance, an effective website can be designed by applying rules about typical users to the sites, their needs, and how long they browse automatically to a populated model of one website design [23], to evaluate and score that design.
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